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SUMMARY 
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley High-Speed 
7- by lO- foot tunnel to determine the transonic aerodynamic character-
istics of a wi ng having a spanwise variation in thickness ratio. The 
wing investi gated had 450 of sweepback, aspect ratio 8, taper ratio 0 . 45, 
and airfoil sections tapered from an NACA 63AOIO section at the root 
chord to an NACA 63A006 sect i on at the tip chord. The test Mach number 
range was f r om 0 .60 to 1 .05 at Reynolds numbers of the order of 500, 000 . 
The r esults of thi s investigation, when compared wi th those of a 
previ ous investigation of a 12-percent -thick wing having the same plan 
form as the present wing, show that the outboard losses in lift and 
adverse shifts in center of load at transonic spee ds were considerably 
less sever e for the wing of the pr esent investigation. Theoretical sub -
sonic aer odynamic parameters were in fairly good agreement with experi -
ment for bot h the 12-percent and tapered - in-thickness - ratio 10- to 
6 - per cent-thick wing . 
Throughout the test range of Mach numbers , the minimum- drag coef-
fic i ent of the tapered - in- thi ckne ss -ratio 10- to 6 -percent -thick wing 
was subst antially lower than that of the constant 12-percent -thick wing . 
At transonic speeds the differ ences in minimum drag for the two wings 
are attributed primarily to the difference in average wing thickness. 
Dr ag due to lift at subsonic speeds was more favorable for the 12- percent 
constant -thi ckness - ratio wing than for the thinner tapered- in-thickness -
r atio wing, but at a Mach number of 1.00, the thinner wing showed slight ly 
bet t er dr ag- due -to - lift character istics than the thicker wing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As an outgrowth of an extensive transonic research program proposed 
t o study the effects of wi ng variables on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of wings believed t o be applicable to high - speed fl i ght, a limited inves -
tigation i s being conducted in the Langley high- speed 7- by 10 - foot tun-
nel to determine the basic aerodynami c characteristics of tapered- in-
thicknes s - r atio wings . These wings are identical in plan form to some 
of the constant- t hickness - ratio wi ngs investigated under this transonic 
progr am . Prev i ous investigations of relatively high aspect ratio wings 
have shown that i mportant aer odynamic advantages can be realized from 
the use of thickness t aper while no appreciable reductions in the struc -
tural qual i ties are i ncurred for comparable wi ngs of approximately the 
s ame average thi ckness ( see re ference 1) . 
The wing of this inves t i ga t ion had 4So sweepback, aspect ratio 8, 
taper ratio 0.4S, and an NACA 63A010 a i rfoil sec tion at the root chord 
tapered in thicknes s by straight-line elements to an NACA 63A006 a irfoil 
section a t the tip chord. This wing was investiga ted as a re flec tion-
plane model over a Mach number range f rom 0.60 to 1.OS. Results of 
previous investigations of wings t apered i n thickness ratio are given 
in reference s 2 and 3. 
This paper presents the experimental r esults of this investigation 
a nd a n analysis of the data in conjunction with data obtained from a 
previous investiga tion (reference 4) of a wing having the same plan form 
but of a 12-percent constant section thickness. Comparisons also are 
ma de with theoretical values at subs onic speeds of l i ft - curve slope, 
aerodynamic center, and lateral cente r of lift. 
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOlS 
All force and moment data presented are referred to the wind a xes. 
lift coefficient (Twice semispan l ift/qS) 
dra g coeffic ient (Twice semispan dra g/qS) 
pitching-moment coefficient referred to 0 . 2Sc 
(Twice semispan pitching moment/qSc) 
bendi ng-moment coefficient due to lift about root 
chord (Root bending moment/q ~ ~) 
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q 
p 
v 
s 
-c 
c 
b 
E 
y 
M 
a 
minimum drag coefficient (Cn at CL = 0) 
effective dynamic pressure over span of model, pounds per 
square foot (~V2) 
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
free-stream velocity, feet per second 
twice area of semispan model, square feet 
mean aerodynamic chord of wing, using theoretical tip, 
feet (~ Ia b/2 c2 d1 
local wing chord, feet 
twice span of aemispan model, feet 
modulus of elasticity in bending, pounds per square inch 
spanwise distance from plane of s ymmetry, feet 
effective Mach number over span of model 
local Mach number 
average local chordwise Mach number 
lateral center of lift, percent Bemispan (coo ~:) 
angle of attack, degrees 
local angle of streamwise twist, degrees 
local s t reamwise twist parameter, degrees per pound per 
s quare foot 
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MODELS AND METHODS 
The steel wing semispan model had 450 of sweepback referred to the 
quarter- chord line, aspect ratio 8, taper rat i o 0.45, and an NACA 63AOIO 
airfoil section at the root chord, measured parallel to the free stream, 
joined by straight- line elements to an NACA 63AOo6 airfoil section at 
the tip chord . A plan- form drawing of the model is presented in figure I 
and the variation of thickness ratio along the model semispan is pre-
sented in figure 2 . 
This investigat ion was conducted in the Langley high-speed 7-
by 10-foot tunnel . As a means of testing the semispan model at subsonic 
and low supersonic Mach numbers in a region outside the tunnel boundary 
layer, a reflection plane was mounted about 3 inches from the tunnel 
wall as shown in figure 3. The reflection-plane boundary layer was such 
that a velocity equal to 95 percent of the free -stream velocity in the 
testing region was reached at a distance 0 .16 inch from the surface at 
t he balance center line for all test Mach numbers. This distance repre-
sents about 2 . 7 percent of the model semis pan. 
At Mach n1.l.'l1bers belml 0 .95 there was practically no velocity gradient 
in the vicinity of the model. At higher test Mach numbers, however, 
both chordwise and spanwise Mach number gradients we re evident . The 
variations of loca l Mach number in the vic i nity of the model locat i on 
are shOivu in figure 4 . The effective Mach nwnbers were obtained by 
us ing the re lationship 
2f b/2 
M - cMa dy 
S 0 
For the subject model, a spanwise Mach n~ber gradient of generally less 
tha n 0 . 03 wa3 obtained up to a Mach number of 1.05 . At this Mach number 
the maximum chordwise gradient was 0.03. 
Spanwise Mach number gradients over the semispan of the comparison 
wing (referen~e 4) , which was investigate d on a transonic bump, ranged 
from 0.06 at subsonic Mach numbers to 0.10 at M = 1.00 and above . The 
maximum chordwise gradient was 0.01. It has been found that no large 
or consistent differences are shown from the test results of identical 
wings tes ted on the transonic bump and on the reflection-plane setup 
(reference 5) . A discussion of many of t he fac tors that must be con-
sidered in t he evaluation of bump and reflection-plane tests can be 
found in r eference 5. 
• 
• 
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Forces and moments were measured by means of an electrical strain-
gage balance system which was mounted outside the tunael test section. 
Leakage through a small clearance gap between the turntable (located 
flush with the reflection-plane surface) and the wing root was restricted 
by a sponge seal attached to the wing butt and wiping against the inside 
of the turntable. The variation of mean Reynolds number? based on c, 
is shown in figure 5. 
In order to determine the aeroelastic qualities of the wings used 
in the analysis of this paper, static loads were applied to the wings 
at two spanwise locations on the quarter-chord lines and the variation 
of the angle of streamwise twist was measured at four spanwise locations. 
The loads were applied at t he loading points indicated in figure 6 and 
in proportions which were intended to simulate roughly the theoretical 
span loading. 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Theoretical calculations of lift-curve slope, aerodynamic center, 
and lateral center-of-lift locations for subsonic s peeds were made by 
the methods used in reference 2 to provide comparisons with the test 
results. These theoretical parameters were corrected to the elastic 
condition by the strip theory method used in reference 2. After applying 
twist corrections to the aerodynamic parameters of both wings? it was 
found that only a 2-percent error would result by using an average of 
the two deflection curves presented in figure 6. Therefore, only one 
theoretical curve is presented for the lift-curve slope, aerodynamic 
center) and lateral center of l ift for both wings . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The basic data of the present investigation are presented in fig-
ure 7. Summary plots, including comparisons of aerodynamic character-
istics with those of the constant 12-percent-thick wing of r e fer e nce 4 
are presented in figures 8 and 9. Slopes presented in the summary fig-
ures we re measured through zero lift up to a lift coefficient where 
obvious departure from linearity occurred. 
It should be pointed out that there are many shortcomings of both 
the reflection-plane and transonic-bump results pr esented in this paper. 
The Reynolds numbers are extremely low (s ee fig. 5), there are both span-
wise and chordwise variations in Mach number, and the flow over the bump 
is s lightly curved. Hm.!ever) it is felt that the res ults will give at 
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least a qualit a t ive indica tion of the type of compressibility effects 
that ma y be encountered i n the trans onic speed r a nge a nd a fairly relia-
ble indication of trends in the aerodynamic characteristics resulting 
from s ys tematic changes in wing geometry. 
Lift Characteristics 
The varia tions at low lift coe f ficients of lift- curve slope with 
Mach number a re pr esented in figure 9 for both the tapered 10- to 6-
and constant 12-percent- thick ':l ing. From this figure it can be seen 
t hat large reductions in lift occur on both wings a t transonic speeds; 
however) these lif t losses were not a s large or abrupt for the tapered 
10- to 6-percent- thick wing. The reductions in lift- curve slope appar-
ently result l a rge l y from losses in l ift over the outboard portions of 
the wings a s indicated by the inboard movements in lateral centers of 
lift (fig . 9). Fro~ the results of reference 2 it can be concluded that 
for wings having relatively thick airfoil sections, inboard shifts in 
lateral center of lift increase with increased tip section thickness. 
Therefore it appears that the lift i mprovements realized for the tapered-
i n-thickness - r a tio wing over the constant 12-percent-thick wing are in 
a large measure due to t he thinner tip sections of the tapered 10- to 
6-percent- thick wing . It must be rea lized that the difference in the 
root thickness of these t'dO -wings will also have some effect on the lift 
characteristics, but it is believed that these effects are overshadowed 
by the appreciable tip effects . 
Subsonic theoretical values of lift - curve slope and lateral center 
of lift appear to be in fair a greeme nt with theory for both the tapered-
in-thickness and constant 12- percent - thick wing . 
Drag Characteristics 
Min imum drag characteristics for the subject and co~par ison wing 
are presented in figure 9. Min imum drag of the t apered 10- to 6- percent -
thick '..,ri ng is lower subsonica lly than that of t he constant 12-percent-
thick T..,ring and does not show as rapid or as large a rise supersonically. 
At a Ma ch number of 1 . 05, CD ' of the 10- t o 6 - percent - thick wing is 
mln 
about 45 percent lower than that of the constant 12- percent - thick wing . 
An estimation of the pressure drag coefficient for the tapered 10- to 
6 - percent thick wi ng was made by use of equations pre sented in refer-
e nce 6. Addition of this value of pre s sure drag coeffic ient to the sub -
sonic drag coeffi cient (e ssentially viscous drag) re sults in very goad 
agreement with the measured value of CDmin at a Mach number of 1 . 05, 
• 
a.s is shown in figure 9. The large reduct ion in CDmin for the tapered • 
_-~.~r-_·---- -----------~~~-~-~~~-----~---- - - - - - - -
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10 - to 6 -percent - thick wing below that for t he constant 12 -percent-thick 
wing is attributed to the difference in average thickness. 
Drag due to lift 6CD at the lift coefficients investigated and at 
a Mach number of 0 .80 is appre ciably lower for the 12-percent-thick wing 
than for the t apered 10- to 6 - percent -thick wing (see f i g . 8). This 
difference in 6CD is probably due to a loss in leading-edge suction 
from the thinner wing, re sulting f rom leading-edge flow separation common 
t o airfoils having a small leading-edge radius . Thi s flow separat i on 
generally is found to be particularly evident at low Reynolds numbers. 
At Reynolds numbers higher than those of the pre sent t e sts , therefore, 
the difference in 6CD for the two wings may be somewhat less than that 
indicated herein . At a Mach number of 1 . 00 the tapered 10- to 6 - percent -
thick wing realizes slightly lower drag due to lift at all lift coef -
ficients inve·stigated . This increase in 6CD of the 12-percent-thick 
wing over the tapered 10- to 6 -percent wing is probably attributable to 
t he greater separation losses resulting from the thicker section . 
Pitching-Moment Char acteristics 
From figure 9, it can be seen that very adverse shifts in aerodynamic -
center locations, referred t o c/4 ( pos itive values of CCm/OcL for 
aer odynami c - center forward of c/4) , are realized for both the tapered 
10- to 6 - percent - thick and the const ant 12-percent-thick wings . These 
shifts are due to the aforementioned loss in tip load which is made 
evident by forward shifts in the section aerodynamic-center locations 
and by an i nboard shift in the lateral center of lift . Although there 
is an appreciable aerodynamic - center movement in the transonic speed 
r ange fo r both wings , the t apere d 10- to 6- percent - t h i ck wing does not 
exhibit the lar ge unstable shifts shown by the thicker wi ng . The more 
rearward aerodynamic center of t he t apered 10- to 6- percent - thick wing 
at subsoni c Mach numbers may be due in a large measure to leading-edge 
separ at i on from the thin tip sections, resulting in a chordwise shift in 
center of loading . Theoret i cal low- speed values of aerodynamic - center 
location appear to be in fair agreement with the experimental results 
for both the tapered 10- to 6- percent-thick wing and the constant 
12-percent -thick wing . 
CONCLUSI ONS 
Wind - tunnel te sts have been made t o determine the aerodynamic charac -
teristics at transonic speeds of a wing of aspec t ratio 8 , having 450 of 
sweepback, and t apered in thi ckness ratio from 10 percent at the root 
chord to 6 percent at the tip chord. These data ar e compared with the 
re sults previously obt ained for a wing of ident i cal plan form but of a 
constant l2- per cent thicY~ess . The following conc lusions were drawn 
from the se comparisons : 
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1 . Although losses in lift - curve slope and inboard shifts in lateral 
center of lift were evident for both wings at transonic speeds, they were 
considerably less severe for the tapered - in-thickness - ratio 10- to 
6- percent - t h i ck wing than for the constant 12- percent -thick wing . 
2 . Throughout the test range of Mach numbers ) the minimum drag 
coefficient of the tapered 10- to 6- percent - thick wing was substantially 
lower than that of the constant 12- percent - thick wing . At transonic 
speeds ) the differences in minimum drag for the two wings are attributed 
primarily to the difference in average wing thickness . 
3. Drag due to lift at subsonic speeds at the lift coefficients 
investigated is more favorable for the constant 12- percent - thick wing t han 
for the taper ed 10- to 6 -per cent - thick wing, but at a Mach number of 1 . 00 
these drag- due -to - lift characteristics are slightly better for the tapered 
10- to 6- percent -thick wing . 
4 . Theoretical subsonic values of lift - curve slope , aerodynamic 
center, and lateral center of lift are in fair agr eement with experiment 
for both the tapered 10- to 6 -percent - and constant 12- percent - thick 
wings . 
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Figure 1 .- Plan-form drawing of a wing having 450 of sweepback, aspect 
ratio 8, taper ratio 0.45 and NACA 63A010 airfoil section at root 
chor d tapered to ACA 63A006 airfoil section at tip chord. 
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Figure 8 .- Comparisons at r epre sentative Mach number s of t he aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings having 450 of sweepback, aspect r at i o 8, and 
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